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Abstract

This paper de als with analysis of the compliance
char acteristic for e ective p eg-in-hole task using rob ot
hand without inter- nger coupling. We rst classify
the task of inserting a peg-in-a-hole into three contact
styles b etwe en the eg
p and the hole. Next, we analyze
the conditions of the speci e dsti ness matrix in the
operational space to successfully and more e e ctively
achieve the given peg-in-hole task for each case. It
is concluded that the location of compliance center on
the p eg and the coupling sti ness element between the
translational and the rotational direction play important roles for suc cessful peg-in-hole task. Simulation
results ar eincluded to verify the feasibility of the analytic r esults.
Keywords : Pe g-in-hole, A nalysis of compliance
char acteristic, Rob ot hand.
1

Introduction

When an object grasped by a robot hand is being
manipulated, explicit force-based motion
ne
con trol
[1]-[3 ] may not be practically easy because it is not
only hard to implement the force sensor, but also the
signal processing of the force signal is not easy. It
therefore has been pointed out that instead of explicit
force signal the sti ness or compliance is an important
quantity for characterizing the grasping and manipulation of robot hands in the case that it is specially
dominated by approximated linear analysis where low
velocities and small relative motions lead to small inertial forces.
Many approaches ha vebeen reported in the eld
of grasp sti ness or compliance [4]-[8 ]. The sti ness
of objects grasped b y virtual springs was analyzed
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in cases of planar and three-dimensional space in [4].
Y okoi, et al. [5] proposed a direct compliance control
method and applied the method to a parallel arm. In
[6], the e ective grasp sti ness was analyzed by considering the structural compliances of ngers, ngertips,
servo gains at thejoin ts of nger, and small changes
in the grasp geometry. And an object-based sti ness
control approach have been proposed in [7]. Recently,
Kim, et al. [8] proposed an independent nger/jointbased compliance control method for robot hands manipulating an object, and also the geometric condition
for successful implementation of compliance control
scheme have been addressed. They sho w edthat an
independent nger/joint-based compliance control via
redundant actuation was more adequate to modulate
the operational sti ness comparing with the case of
the kinematically redundant structured ngers or manipulators.
In this paper, the independent nger/joint-based
compliance control method is applied to a peg-in-hole
task using robot hands. Related to the peg-in-hole
task using robot hands, Whitney [9] classi ed the geometry of the inserted peg and analyzed the force relations in the peg-in-hole task by using a remote center
compliance mechanism. Asada, et al. [10 ] analyzed
the dynamic process of a peg insertion. Matsuoka, et
al. [11 ] used a multi-sensors-based control system to
perform a given peg-in-hole task and also proposed a
method of executing tasks based on motion primitives
for ne manipulation. Shimoga, et al. [12] presented
that the desirable location of compliance center should
be that point on the grasped object which rst touches
or which already is in contact with the inserting work
piece. How ev er, the proper location of compliance center and the determination of sti ness characteristics to
e ectively achieve the given peg-in-hole task have not
been considered yet.
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In this paper, we rst classify the task of inserting
a peg-in-a-hole into three con tact st ylesbetween the
peg and the hole. Next, we analyze the conditions of
the speci ed sti ness matrix in the operational space
to successfully and more e ectively achieve the given
peg-in-hole task for each case. By simulations, it is
con rmed that the location of compliance center on
the peg and the role of a coupling sti ness element
existing betw een the translational andthe rotational
direction are important for e ective peg-in-hole task.
2

Independent

Finger/Joint

and [Gfo ] denotes the Jacobian relating the ngertip
space to the task space.
In [8], it is analyzed that a robot hand should have
at least three ngers to modulate 3  3 object sti ness
characteristic in tw o-dimensionalspace. An alternative form of (1) can be expressed by

Koo = [B of ] Kff ;

where

Koo = [K oxx K oxy
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Compliance Control

Consider a rigid peg being inserted in a hole b y
a three- ngered robot hand in tw o-dimensional space
as sho wn in Figure 1. The relationship betw eenthe
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Figure 1: P eg-in-hole task using a three- ngered robot
hand.
desired object sti ness matrix [K o ] in the operational
space and the sti ness matrix [K f ] in the ngertip
space [8] is given as
[K o ] = [Gfo ]T [K f ][Gfo ];
where

2
[K o ] = 4

K oxx K oxy K ox
K oyx K oyy K oy
K ox K oy K o

(1)

3
5;

and yi , xi denote the elements of position vectors directing from the ith nger contact position to the task
position, and they are given all positive. [i K fxx ] and
[i K fyy ] represent the x- and y -directional sti ness elements in the ngertip space of the ith nger, respectively.
Note that the elements of the second row of the
mapping matrix [B of ] in (2) are calculated as zero.
This is because w e excluded the coupling terms
iK
fxy (i=1, 2, 3) in the ngertip space for independen tcompliance control. Thus, w ehave zero K oxy ,
which, in fact, is a linear combination of i K fxy (i=1, 2,
3). Also, note that the third row of [B of ] corresponds
to modulation of K ox . How ever, w ecan easily notice that zero K ox cannot be achieved by all positive
sti ness components Kff de ned in the ngertip space
since the three in uence coeÆcients (i.e., y1 , y2 , and
y3 ) are always positive in this grasped con guration.
Consider a modi ed posture of grasp in Figure 2,
in which the contact position of the third nger lies
above the task position O . In this case, the (3, 5)
element of [B of ] is converted to y3 and thus, zero
K ox can be achieved. How ev er, since the posture of
grasp as shown in Figure 2 is not allow ed in a peg-inhole task, zero K ox cannot be obtained. Therefore,
K ox always
exists.
Let [Dof ] be the matrix excluding the second and
 be the vector excluding
third rows of [B of ] and Koo
K oxy and K ox of Koo. Then, Kff can be obtained
as follows:

 = [Do ]+ K  :
Kff
f
oo
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Analysis of Compliance Characteris-

Figure 3: Left-side contact

tic for Peg-In-Hole Task

The task of inserting a peg-in-a-hole can be classied into three contact st yles bet w
een the peg and the
hole as follows [9]:
1) the case that a left-side of peg is being contacted
on the hole,
2) the case that a righ t-side of peg is being contacted on the hole,
3) the case that the left- and right-sides of peg are
simultaneously being contacted on the hole.
In the paper,w e consider the peg-in-hole problem
in a quasi-static state.
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where [ of ]3 denotes the third row of [ of ].
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Figure 2: A three- ngered grasp.
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Compliance Center

Next, the coupling sti ness element
termined by

K off YO

given b y

Æuox = udox uaox ;
Æuoy = udoy uaoy ;
Æuo = udo uao:
and here udoj and uaoj denote the j -directional desired
and actual position, respectively.
The x-directional force fox , y -directional force foy ,
and torque o , which are induced by the x-directional
reaction force(frox > 0), are given b y

fox = frox;
foy = frox;
o = frox(l + r);

Left-Side Contact

When a rigid peg being inserted in a hole by threengered robot hand in tw o-dimensional space,let us
consider that a left-side of the peg is being contacted
on the hole as sho wn in Figure 3 b y x-directional
position error and hence the peg is taken some xdirectional reaction force.
The forces exerted on the virtual springs attached
to the peg tip can be expressed as
2
3 2
fox
K oxx 0 K ox 3 2 Æuox 3
4 foy 5 = 4 0
K oyy 0 5 4 Æuoy 5 ; (5)
o
K ox 0 K o Æuo
where the small de ections of the virtual springs in
the x-, y -, and rotational directions, respectively, are

(6)
(7)
(8)

where , l, and r denote the friction coeÆcient at the
contacting surface, the length between the compliance
center and the point p, and the radius of peg, respectively.
If a virtual desired path to be followed is inten tionally given to be inside the surface of the hole, the small
de ection Æuox of the virtual spring in the x-direction
becomes negative. Thus, a positiv edirectional reaction force and its associatedfriction force are generated, and simultaneously, the orientation change of the
peg is occurred by the torque caused by the reaction
forces. F rom equations (5), (6), and (8), the torque
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relation at the compliance center can be given b y

where

K oxÆuox + K oÆuo =
K oxx(l + r)Æuox K ox(l + r)Æuo: (9)
By rearranging (9), we have


K
ox + K oxx (l + r)
Æuo =
K o + K ox(l + r) Æuox:

(10)

Note that since the sign of the value inside parenthesis is always given positive and Æuox is negative in
this case, the orientation change by touching the leftside of the peg on the hole is at least greater than
zero from (10) and hence the inserted peg rotate to
the countercloc kwise direction about the compliance
center. Therefore, this phenomena facilitates the insertion task. Even though l=0 and =0, existence of
K ox makes the insertion job successful.
3.2
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where b is the distance from the peg tip to the compliance center and it is a design parameter to be determined.
When w e set b larger than c, the x- and y directional forces, and torque induced b y the xdirectional reaction force(fr > 0) are given b y

Finger 3

Figure 4: Right-side contact

fox = fr fcos(o ) + sin(o )g ;
foy = fr fsin(o ) + cos(o )g ;
o = afox;

The forces exerted on the virtual springs of attached
to the peg are derived as

fox = fr fcos(o ) + sin(o )g ;
foy = fr fsin(o ) + cos(o )g ;
o = rfox ;

(15)

F rom (15), note that the sign of the value inside
parentheses is always positiv e. Since Æuox is always
taken positive in this contact type, Æuo becomes negative. This results clockwise rotation of the peg, which
is undesirable for peg insertion.

Y

Finger 1

(14)

Now, consider the peg-in-hole task shown in Figure
5, where the location of compliance center is modi ed.
In Figure 5, the length parameters, c and a, and
angle are computed as

fr

mfr

Z



tan(o ) 
 0; o;min  o  2;
1 + tan(o )
 
r
3
1
;
o;min = + cos
2
rh

o;min and rh denote the minimum orientation angle
of the peg and the radius of the hole, respectively.
When a right-side of the peg is being contacted on
the hole, some negative directional reaction forces and
its associated friction force are generated, and simultaneously, the orientation change of the peg is occurred
b y the torque caused b y the reaction forces. F rom
equations (5), (11), and (13), the torque relation at
the compliance center can be given b y

Right-Side Contact

In this section, consider the case that a righ t-side
of the peg is being contacted on the hole as shown in
Figure 4.



=

(11)
(12)
(13)

where  is de ned as
=
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This section provides simulation results to con rm
the orientation change of the peg when the peg contacts the hole. In simulations, we use a three- ngered
robot hand equipped with ve bar mechanism [8, 13].
The desired sti ness matrix in the operational space
is speci ed as
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Figure 5: Right-side contact(modi ed case).
and here, if the angle is properly determined b y
setting the distance b, the sign of  can be set up to
be positive in most case.
F rom equations ( 5), (19), and (21), the torque relation at the compliance center can be given b y

K oxÆuox + K oÆuo =
aK oxxÆuox + aK ox Æuo :

(22)

By rearranging (22), the orientation change of the peg
can be expressed as

K ox aK oxx  Æuox:
Æuo =
(23)

K o

K oxx K oxy K ox
K oyx K oyy K oy
K
ox K oy K o
2
3

= 4

100
0
1:37
= 4 0 1500 0 5 ;
1:37
0
0:5

~
~
~
~

Simulation Results

aK ox 

In this case, the orien tationchange of the peg is
at least greater than zero if either of the following
conditions are satis ed.


K
ox aK oxx 
Æuox;
Æuo =

K o aK ox
K ox> aK oxx and Ko < aK ox; (24)
K ox aK oxx
Æuo =
K o aK ox Æuox;
K ox < aK oxx and K o > aK ox: (25)

F rom equations (24) and (25), w ecan notice that
the sti ness elements in the operational space should
be carefully selected for e ective handling of the given
peg-in-hole task.
Through the above analysis, a similar analysis can
be performed for the case that tw o left- and right-sides
of peg are being contacted on the hole.

5
(26)

where K ox is determined by (4).
The grasp points of the three- ngered robot hand
are given ( x1 ; y1 ) = ( 0:03; 0:06), (x2 ; y2 ) =
(0:03; 0:06), and (x3 ; y3 ) = (0:0; 0:1), where sign
of all parameters are set positive and those unit is meter. The material of the peg and the hole is assumed
wood. The friction coeÆcient  and the initial orientation of the peg are set as 0:3 and 350o, respectively.
The rst simulation corresponds to Figure 3, where
the parameter l is xed as 0.03m. The second simulation considers the case of Figure 4. the third simulation treats the same task with modi ed compliance
center as shown in Figure 5, where the distance parameter b is set as 0.05m.
Simulation results are sho wn in Figures 6, 7, and
8, respectively. Figures 6 sho ws that the orientation
of the inserted peg changes properly upon contacting
the left-side of the peg on the hole. Note that the orientation of the peg in the case (a) of Figure 7 decrease
for the x-directional de ection, while that of the peg
in the case (b) of Figure 7 increase. Consequently, it
can be said that the given peg-in-hole task is more
easily achieved in the case (b) comparing to the case
(a). F rom Figure 8, it is con rmed that the necessary
conditions described in the equation (25) are satis ed
during the contact.
F rom the above analysis, it is concluded that the
location of compliance center on the peg should be
properly chosen for e ective peg-in-hole task and also
the coupling sti ness element existing betw een thexdirection and the rotational direction plays an important role in a peg-in-hole task.
5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, w e analyzed the conditions of the
speci ed sti ness matrix in the operational space to
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successfully and more e ectively achiev ethe de ned
peg-in-hole tasks. Through the analysis, it is concluded that the location of compliance center on the
peg and the coupling sti ness element existing between the translational and the rotational direction
pla y important roles for successful insertion task. Further study includes analysis for peg-out-hole problem
and 3 dimensional examples.
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